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Abstract

In the healthy heart, cardiac myocytes form an electrical syncytium embedded in a supportive fibroblast-rich extracellular matrix designed to optimize the electromechanical coupling for maximal contractile efficiency of the heart. In the injured heart, however, fibroblasts are activated and differentiate into myofibroblasts that proliferate and generate fibrosis as a component of the wound-healing response. This review discusses how fibroblasts and fibrosis, while essential for maintaining the structural integrity of the heart wall after injury, have undesirable electrophysiological effects by disrupting the normal electrical connectivity of cardiac tissue to increase the vulnerability to arrhythmias. We emphasize the dual contribution of fibrosis in altering source–sink relationships to create a vulnerable substrate while simultaneously facilitating the emergence of triggers such as afterdepolarization-induced premature ventricular complexes—both factors combining synergistically to promote initiation of reentry. We also discuss the potential role of fibroblasts and myofibroblasts in directly altering myocyte electrophysiology in a pro-arrhythmic fashion. Insight into these processes may open up novel therapeutic strategies for preventing and treating arrhythmias in the setting of heart disease as well as avoiding potential arrhythmogenic consequences of cell-based cardiac regeneration therapy. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled “Myocyte-Fibroblast Signaling in Myocardium.”
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1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of mortality in industrialized countries, and arrhythmias causing sudden cardiac death constitute...
a major component. Fortunately, advances in health care have given the injured heart a greater chance to survive injury and heal its wounds. However, a cornerstone of the wound-healing process is scar formation, mediated by activated fibroblasts (myofibroblasts) secreting collagen and producing myocardial fibrosis. Although fibrosis plays a critical role in enhancing mechanical stability to prevent cardiac wall rupture during injury, it also has the undesirable consequence of disrupting the electrical coupling between adjacent strands of myocytes.

In this review, our goal is to highlight how the wound-healing process enhances the risk of potentially lethal cardiac arrhythmias. Our overriding theme is that lethal arrhythmias typically arise from the convergence of two factors: a trigger, such as a premature ventricular complex (PVC), encountering a vulnerable tissue substrate. This trigger–substrate combination promotes the initiation of anatomic or functional reentry that can degenerate to ventricular fibrillation. It has been well-appreciated that fibrosis plays a key role in creating a vulnerable tissue substrate by interposing collagen bundles between strands of myocytes. What is less widely appreciated, but just as important, is the role that fibrosis, and potentially fibroblasts themselves, play in promoting triggers, the other half of this lethal combination. These trigger–promoting effects are mediated through passive effects of fibrosis on the local source–sink relationships that allow triggers to emerge and propagate into normal tissue as PVCs. In addition, emerging but still controversial evidence indicates that activated fibroblasts can exert direct pro-arrhythmic effects on myocytes as a result of myofibroblast–myocyte gap junction coupling [1–3] and/or paracrine factors secreted by myofibroblasts [4–6]. Insight into these mechanisms may lead to new therapeutic approaches to prevent cardiac arrhythmias.

Moreover, with the growing focus on cardiac regenerative medicine—in which the therapeutic goal is to induce transplanted stem/progenitor cells or injected biomaterial scaffolds to structurally and functionally integrate with surviving resident myocytes—it is imperative to better understand how endogenous wound-healing mechanisms influence the engraftment process so that the arrhythmogenic effects of myofibroblast proliferation and fibrosis can be minimized.

2. From fibroblasts to myofibroblasts: remodeling the heart in distress

In the normal healthy heart, fibroblasts play a major role in the routine maintenance of myocardial structure. They are the predominant cell type in the heart, exceeding myocytes in number, although not in volume [7]. Primarily responsible for providing myocytes with a 3D mechanical scaffold to integrate the contractile activity of myocytes into the coordinated pumping action of the cardiac chambers, fibroblasts are sentinel cells that tightly coordinate the synthesis and degradation of collagen and other components of the extracellular matrix [8]. Normally quiescent, cardiac fibroblasts are activated by myocardial injury, triggering their differentiation into myofibroblasts to facilitate the wound-healing process, including scar formation and contraction. However, fibroblast heterogeneity and pleomorphic responses to environmental stress, coupled with the lack of specific lineage markers, present a challenge in analyzing the scope of fibroblast and myofibroblast actions in intact cardiac muscle. Particularly controversial is the extent to which cell culture conditions accurately recapitulate in vivo effects. Indeed, whether fibroblasts and myofibroblasts should be discriminated as separate entities rather than a continuum has been questioned [9,10]. Nevertheless, it is generally agreed that at either end of the spectrum, fibroblasts and myofibroblasts comprise distinct cell phenotypes and serve different functions at different stages of the heart evolution from birth through disease, injury, and aging. Therefore, the term ‘fibroblasts’ has been used loosely and conveniently at times to refer to both the ‘fibroblasts’ in the normal heart and the ‘myofibroblasts’ in the injured heart.

In the diseased, injured, or senescent heart with limited myocyte regenerative capability, myofibroblasts may arise either de novo or from resident quiescent fibroblasts. The former de novo sources may include resident progenitor stem cells, bone-marrow-derived cells, or transformed epithelial and endothelial cells via epithelial and endothelial–mesenchymal transitions. The latter arises from the proliferation of activated resident fibroblasts following a phenotype switch, similar but not identical to the phenotype switch of fibroblasts to myofibroblasts observed in cell culture, such that myofibroblasts gain hybrid characteristics of both smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts [11,12]. Compared to quiescent fibroblasts, myofibroblasts are much larger [13], proliferate more actively, and deposit collagen at higher rates. They secrete cytokines to recruit other fibroblasts and inflammatory cells, upregulate connexins, readily form both homocellular and heterocellular gap junctions, and express stretch receptors as well as several smooth muscle contractile proteins (such as smooth muscle α-actin and tropomyosin among others). As a result, myofibroblasts can migrate, contract, and respond to a variety of stimuli including mechanical stretch, hypoxia and electrophysiological signals in addition to chemical signals [7]. The increased mobility and collagen-synthesizing function of myofibroblasts is critical for wound closure and maintenance of structural integrity of healing scars in the injured heart [12]. However, the resulting structural remodeling, particularly fibrosis, has important adverse electrophysiological consequences, as described below.

3. Fibrosis creates a vulnerable substrate for reentry

3.1. Patterns of fibrosis and risk of arrhythmias

Fibrosis is categorized into distinct patterns (or textures): compact, patchy, interstitial, and diffuse (Fig. 1) [14]. These different patterns do not have equivalent arrhythmogenic profiles because they differentially affect the two key features that play a critical role in making cardiac tissue vulnerable to functional and anatomic reentry: slow conduction and susceptibility to unidirectional conduction block.

Compact fibrosis, defined as large dense areas of collagen that are devoid of cardiac myocytes, e.g. following a myocardial infarction, has the least arrhythmogenic potential because large macroscopic scars, by themselves, neither promote slow conduction nor enhance susceptibility to unidirectional conduction block. Nevertheless, once other conditions initiate reentry, large scars can provide an inexcitable obstacle that anchors a reentry circuit. What makes ischemic heart disease arrhythmogenic is not the compact fibrosis of macroscopic scars per se, but the fact that scars are surrounded by a border zone, in which the other patterns of intermediate fibrosis are present to mixed degrees.

Areas of patchy fibrosis and severe interstitial fibrosis, where myocyte bundles are separated over extended distances by collagenous septa, have the greatest arrhythmogenic potential for initiating reentry, whether associated with the border zone of a compact infarct scar or in the setting of nonischemic heart disease. In these regions, strands of surviving myocytes become tenuously interconnected, thereby predisposing the tissue to slow, ‘discontinuous’, and ‘zig-zag’ conduction [15,16] (Fig. 2) as well as to unidirectional conduction block due to source–sink mismatches between the strands and adjacent normally coupled tissue (see below). Interconnected strands can also form channels that provide the substrate for anatomic reentry circuits, which manifest clinically as monomorphic ventricular tachycardia (VT) because the slowly conducting impulse in the channel exits to the normal myocardium from a consistent site (or sites) during tachycardia.

Diffuse fibrosis, in which short collagen septa are interspersed among myocardial fibers, also has increased arrhythmogenic potential by selectively reducing side-to-side gap junction connections between myocytes. This reduced homocellular gap junction connectivity slows wave propagation transversely and increases anisotropy, thus predisposing the fibrosed myocardium to wave break and anisotropic
Fig. 1. Cardiac fibrosis patterns influence arrhythmogenic potential. Red = collagen; yellow = myocardium. The most arrhythmogenic patterns are interstitial and patchy, which result in interconnected strands of myocytes separated by collagen bundles. Modified from de Jong et al. [14] with permission.

Fig. 2. Slow conduction in the border zone of an infarct manifests as fractionated electrograms. Intracellular microelectrode recordings show action potentials from sites A–D in strands of myocytes (solid gray) surrounded by collagen bundles (speckled gray). A simultaneously recorded bipolar electrogram (white circles) is shown below each local action potential recording. Note that the timing of the action potential upstroke at sites A–D each coincides with a spike in the fractionated electrogram. Reproduced from Gardner et al. [15] with permission.
The intercalated disks at the ends of myocytes are lost or partially cardiac connexin, Cx43, is downregulated and Cx43 gap junctions at electrically isolated from each other by collagen bundles (Fig. 1), further reduces the longitudinal diffusion coefficient supporting a reentry circuit) when conduction eventually transitions to non-conduction (incapable of via the tissue, from one myocyte strand to another [15,16] can force electrical propagation to take a circuitous zig-zag pattern through the tissue, from one myocyte strand to another [15,16] (Fig. 2). The circuitous conduction pathway effectively slows propagation velocity at the macroscopic (millimeter) level, although not necessarily at the microscopic (submillimeter) level. However, the effects of fibrosis are further compounded by both gap junction remodeling and electrical remodeling of ion channels affecting the action potential properties of border zone myocytes.

By reducing the electrical coupling between myocytes within the strands, gap junction remodeling at the microscopic level synergizes with the macroscopic effects of fibrosis to further slow conduction. In hypertrophied [23], ischemic [24], or failing [25] heart, the predominant cardiac connexin, Cx43, is downregulated and Cx43 gap junctions at the intercalated disks at the ends of myocytes are lost or partially redistributed along the sides of myocytes [26]. This lateralization of gap junctions further reduces the longitudinal diffusion coefficient and hence conduction velocity along the major axis of fiber direction (parallel to the myocyte strand). In addition, when gap junction conductance becomes too low, propagation can no longer be mediated by the Na current, which inactivates before sufficient charge can flow into adjacent unexcited myocytes to bring them to their activation threshold. In this case, the more slowly inactivating L-type Ca current mediates propagation, but with a dramatically slower conduction velocity, often referred to as ‘discontinuous’ conduction because of the significant delay between the action potential upstrokes of neighboring myocytes [27]. In the clinical setting, however, discontinuous conduction may be less important in slow conduction than the circuitous pathway that impulses are forced to take, given the observation that Ca channel blockers have limited effectiveness clinically in preventing reentrant ventricular arrhythmias.

Further compounding the situation, electrical remodeling in border zone myocytes can also directly promote slow conduction, especially at short diastolic intervals due to Na channel remodeling [28], and facilitate unidirectional conduction block by increasing dispersion of refractoriness via ion channel remodeling [28,29].

In summary, by isolating and electrically insulating bundles of myocytes from each other in diseased hearts, fibrosis is a major factor promoting slow conduction, which is further exacerbated by gap junction and electrical remodeling.

3.3. Fibrosis and unidirectional conduction block: the source–sink mismatch concept

In addition to slow conduction, unidirectional conduction block is the second key factor required to initiate reentry. The classic cause of unidirectional conduction block is dispersion of refractoriness, in which one region of a tissue has longer refractory period than another. In the classic scenario, a PVC with coupling interval that falls in between the long and short refractory periods blocks in the region with the long refractory period and propagates through the region with the short refractory period (Fig. 3). If slow conduction creates a sufficient time delay, the impulse can subsequently reenter the previously blocked (long refractory period) region after that region has regained excitability, thereby initiating reentry. In diseased hearts, dispersion of refractoriness is primarily related to electrical remodeling rather than fibrosis per se, but can also be influenced by the paracrine contribution of fibroblasts (see later) and electrical decoupling [19].

Less well-appreciated, however, is the fact that fibrosis can directly facilitate unidirectional conduction block by a completely different mechanism unrelated to dispersion of refractoriness. This mechanism depends on the concept of a source–sink mismatch, originally applied to nerve and cardiac conduction in the context of the ‘liminal length’, defined as the minimal length of a cable that must be excited to elicit a propagating action potential [30,31]. As illustrated in Fig. 4, when

![Fig. 3. Classic mechanism by which a PVC initiates reentry in the fibrotic border zone of an infarct due to slow conduction and dispersion of refractoriness. Upper panel: A PVC occurring 250 ms after the previous beat arrives too early to propagate through the upper myocyte strand with a long effective refractory period (ERP) of 275 ms but propagates successfully (red arrows) through the lower strand with a shorter ERP of 225 ms (entry site). The impulse propagates slowly (slow CV), eventually reaching the upper strand from the opposite direction. Lower panel: If the total conduction time is >275 ms, the interface of the upper strand with normal tissue (exit) site has recovered excitability and the impulse can propagate through the region of prior conduction block, initiating reentry. Dispersion of refractoriness is caused by electrical remodeling. The slow propagation is due to zig-zag conduction through the myocyte strands as well as gap junction remodeling.](image-url)
depolarizing source current gradually increases before that strand connects to normal 3D tissue, the source–sink relationship may favor successful propagation through the interface. Thus, the PVC propagates successfully through the wide strand interface but blocks at the narrow strand interface due to the source–sink mismatch. With a sufficient time delay afforded by slow conduction, the impulse exiting from the wide strand into normal 3D tissue has a very favorable source–sink relationship to successfully propagate through the previously blocked site in the narrow strand, initiating reentry (Fig. 4, lower panel).

In summary, source–sink mismatches caused by fibrosis and dispersion of refractoriness caused by electrical remodeling both independently contribute to the likelihood of unidirectional conduction block and the initiation of reentry in diseased hearts. Coupled with slow conduction, these effects make fibrosed cardiac tissue highly vulnerable to initiation of reentry by an appropriately timed PVC.

4. Fibrosis promotes triggers

Reentry occurs when an appropriately timed trigger, such as a PVC, encounters a vulnerable tissue substrate. In the last section, we discussed how fibrosis increases the vulnerability of cardiac tissue. Here we turn to how fibrosis promotes triggers; in this context, source–sink effects again have very important ramifications [33–35]. Just as impulse propagation depends on the excited depolarized cells (the current source) generating enough current flow through gap junctions to depolarize the adjacent repolarized cells (the current sink) to their threshold of excitation, the same is true for the case of impulse formation. For example, consider diastolic depolarization or a delayed afterdepolarization (DAD) due to a spontaneous sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca release wave in an isolated myocyte. Although the inward current generated by that single myocyte may be fully capable of depolarizing the myocyte to its action potential threshold when that myocyte is not coupled to other myocytes, this situation is very different when that myocyte is coupled via gap junctions to quiescent neighboring myocytes. Since the average myocyte is coupled to 11 neighboring myocytes in normal 3D ventricular tissue [36,37], any voltage difference causes current to flow into the neighboring cells (the sink), thereby attenuating the depolarization by more than an order of magnitude compared to the isolated uncoupled myocyte. Only when a large collection of neighboring myocytes all generate the inward current synchronously can the depolarization reach sufficient amplitude to reach the threshold for an action potential and generate a PVC.

How many cells are required to trigger a PVC? In normal well-coupled 3D ventricular tissue, computer simulations indicate that the number required is approximately 700,000 [38,39], in agreement with experimental measurements for creating biological pacemakers [40]. However, the required number of myocytes decreases dramatically in 2D and 1D tissue because the current sink is limited to diffusion into an area or a line of neighboring myocytes rather than a 3D volume. In 2D tissue, the number of contiguous myocytes that must all synchronously develop a diastolic depolarization, or a DAD, or an early afterdepolarization (EAD) in order to overcome the source–sink mismatch and generate a PVC decreases to about 7000–8000 [39]. In a 1D cable, the number decreases further to about 70–80. Thus, the source–sink mismatch represents a very powerful endogenous mechanism by which normal well-coupled myocardium protects itself from ectopic beats when small groups of myocytes misbehave. This anti-arrhythmic protection provided by the source–sink mismatch has been directly documented experimentally in the case of DADs, in which spontaneous Ca waves in single rat ventricular myocytes in intact rat ventricular tissue failed to cause any detectable change in membrane voltage [41]. Only when the majority of myocytes in the mapped field developed Ca waves synchronously (following rapid pacing) was a measurable DAD observed.

How does fibrosis affect this protective mechanism? By creating interconnected strands of myocytes, patchy and interstitial fibrosis patterns

![Fig. 4. Source–sink effects and the initiation of reentry in the border zone of an infarct.](image)

**Upper panel:** A PVC originating from within the lower myocyte strand propagates in both directions (red arrows) but blocks at the interface with normal tissue due to the unfavorable source–sink mismatch (i.e., the small source of the strand faces a large sink at the interface with well-coupled 3D tissue). Meanwhile, the impulse propagates slowly in the other direction (through the scar), eventually reaching the upper strand that widens progressively before the interface with normal tissue. The gradual widening ensures that current density in the strand progressively increases (thickening arrows), creating a more favorable source–sink relationship at the interface, ensuring successfully propagation into the normal tissue. **Lower panel:** Due to the slow conduction, the lower strand has recovered excitability, allowing the impulse from normal tissue to enter the strand and propagate since the source–sink relationship in the opposite direction is highly favorable. Reentry is thus initiated without requiring any dispersion of refractoriness between the myocyte strands and/or the normal tissue. Note that a PVC arising from the normal tissue (e.g., as during programmed electrical stimulation) will encounter favorable source–sink relationships at the entrance to both strands such that the propagating impulses will collide in the strand and extinguish each other, failing to initiate reentry. Note also that during reentry, the entry site is narrow, whereas the exit site is broad, making the entry site, if identifiable, the more favorable for catheter ablation.
effectively convert a well-coupled 3D syncytium into a tangle of quasi-1D cables. Among any one of these cables, only 70–80 neighboring myocytes need to misbehave to trigger within the cable a PVC [39], which, depending on local source–sink relationships, may then propagate into normal tissue. So, instead of a nonfibrotic 3D syncytium requiring 700,000 cells to generate a PVC, the same volume of fibrotic tissue requires only 70–80 myocytes among any one of a number of quasi-1D cables! For this very same reason, Purkinje fibers, as quasi-1D cables, are also a common source of PVCs compared to ventricular myocardium although cellular electrophysiological differences such as a reduced inward rectifier K current density also play a role.

In summary, by creating strands of myocytes that resemble a tangle of quasi-1D cables rather than a well-coupled 3D syncytium, patchy and interstitial fibrosis markedly reduces the source–sink mismatch that normally prevents a small numbers of errant myocytes from generating a PVC capable of propagating into surrounding tissue. The effect of fibrosis in promoting slow conduction and unidirectional conduction block, when combined with this effect of fibrosis in reducing the source–sink mismatch, creates the perfect storm for initiation of reentry by the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 4. Alternatively, the effect of fibrosis in slowing conduction, when combined with electrical remodeling to produce dispersion of refractoriness among myocyte strands, can also initiate reentry by the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 3.

5. Direct pro-arrhythmic effects of fibroblasts on myocyte electrophysiology

5.1. Myofibroblast–myocyte gap junction coupling

Cardiac fibroblasts are known to express connexins (primarily Cx43 and Cx45), which are upregulated when fibroblasts are activated in situ and differentiate into myofibroblasts [7,9,10]. When quiescent cardiac fibroblasts are cultured in vitro, they activate spontaneously and differentiate into ‘myofibroblasts’ although the extent to which they accurately recapitulate the properties of in situ myofibroblasts in native cardiac tissue remains controversial. Nevertheless, when in situ ‘myofibroblasts’ are co-cultured with isolated neonatal cardiac myocytes, they readily form functional heterocellular gap junctions with myocytes as well as homocellular gap junctions with each other. In an elegant series of experiments, Miragoli et al. [1] demonstrated that heterocellular gap junctions directly influence myocyte electrophysiology due to the depolarizing effect of ‘myofibroblasts’ (which typically sit at a relatively depolarized resting potential of ~50 mV or less) on the more negative myocyte resting membrane potential. They showed that when the percentage of ‘myofibroblasts’ in the co-culture exceeded 15%, the resulting depolarization of myocyte resting potential was sufficient to induce spontaneous diastolic depolarization and automaticity. In addition, when myocytes were cultured into quasi-1D strands interrupted by defects containing ‘myofibroblasts’, gap junction coupling allowed slow propagation across defects up to 0.3 mm [42].

Despite the unequivocal evidence from co-cultures, however, the presence and extent of functional heterocellular gap junction formation between fibroblasts/myofibroblasts and myocytes in situ in intact cardiac tissue remains controversial. Homocellular gap junctions between cardiac myocytes are abundant and readily identifiable immunohistochemically in intact cardiac tissue whereas heterocellular gap junctions between myocytes and fibroblasts, even when detectable, appear to be relatively rare [43,44]. Heterocellular gap junction coupling probably does not play an important role in normal cardiac tissue, in which most fibroblasts are quiescent. Whether heterocellular gap junction coupling becomes important in injured hearts in which fibroblasts differentiate into myofibroblasts, particularly in areas of active fibrosis such as the border zone of infarcts, also remains to be convincingly demonstrated [44]. It should also be noted that electrical coupling between fibroblasts and myocytes may be mediated by mechanisms other than gap junctions. Fibroblasts have been shown to project filopodia (nanotubes) that can connect them directly to myocytes via an aqueous—and therefore putatively electrically conductive—channel [45].

Given that significant electrical coupling between myofibroblasts and myocytes in injured hearts remains a possibility, it is relevant to review the potential electrophysiological consequences. Extrapolating from co-culture experiments [1] and computer simulations [46,47], if the myofibroblast–myocyte ratio in the border zone of an infarct becomes substantial enough (~15%), this electrotonic coupling may significantly depolarize the myocyte resting membrane potential. Such membrane depolarization may slow conduction velocity and induce post-repolarization refractoriness by inactivating Na channels and increasing the electrical load. Sufficient depolarization can also induce automaticity due to spontaneous phase 4 diastolic depolarization causing increased ventricular ectopies [1], especially in quasi-1D myocyte strands in which the number of myocytes required to induce a propagating PVC is much lower than in normal 3D tissue due to the source–sink effects described above. Similarly, by depolarizing the myocyte resting membrane potential and bringing the myocyte closer to the activation threshold, myofibroblast–myocyte coupling in these regions will enable DADs to elicit triggered action potentials. Finally, EADs may also be promoted by myofibroblast–myocyte coupling (Fig. 5) based on a study using the dynamic clamp technique to simulate the effects of coupling a virtual fibroblast to a real ventricular myocyte with reduced repolarization reserve [3]. Under all of these conditions, the depolarized resting potential of the virtual fibroblast was the most important factor inducing spontaneous diastolic depolarization, reducing the threshold for DAD-mediated triggered activity, and promoting EAD formation. Since fibroblast resting membrane potential changes in response to stretch, hypoxia, and various neuromuscular signals, such factors might dynamically modulate their arrhythmogenic potential.

Therefore, myofibroblast–myocyte coupling, if it occurs under pathophysiological conditions, could be a significant additional cellular factor synergistically promoting the emergence of triggers due to diastolic depolarization, DADs, or EADs, especially when combined with the structural source–sink effects of fibrosis at the tissue level. Specifically, myofibroblast–myocyte coupling induces myocyte membrane depolarization in areas of patchy and interstitial fibrosis. Such membrane depolarization actively enhances the formation of triggers in the same regions where the source–sink milieu is particularly favorable for the emergence of these triggers and also where slow conduction coexists with increased susceptibility to unidirectional conduction block.

![Fig. 5. The effect of myofibroblast–myocyte coupling on EAD and DAD formation. A paced rabbit ventricular myocyte exposed to hypokalemia exhibited a normal action potential (upper trace) with very small DADs until coupled to a virtual fibroblast (capacitance 6.3 pF; gap junction conductance 3.0 nS; uncoupled resting membrane potential $E_r = -50$ mV), which caused EADs to appear and DADs (arrows) to grow larger in amplitude (middle trace). Effects were even more prominent when the virtual fibroblast resting membrane potential $E_r$ was lowered to $-25$ mV (bottom trace) which resulted in a DAD-triggered premature action potential (arrow) prior to the pacing spike. Reprinted from Nguyen et al. [3] with permission.](image-url)
The combined effect is a perfect storm for the initiation of reentrant and non-reentrant arrhythmias.

5.2. Paracrine effects of myofibroblasts

In addition to electrical coupling to myocytes, fibroblasts and myofibroblasts also secrete paracrine factors that can modulate myocyte electrophysiology. Pedrotty et al. [4] cultured freshly isolated cardiac fibroblasts and collected the fibroblast-conditioned media (FCM). When cardiac monolayers were exposed to FCM (in the absence of fibroblasts), the action potential lengthened and conduction velocity slowed significantly. Vasquez et al. [5] compared FCM from cardiac fibroblasts isolated from either normal or infarcted hearts. Unlike the normal heart FCM, the infarcted heart FCM depressed conduction velocity and shortened action potential duration of neonatal rat myocyte monolayers. Kaur et al. [6] found that when adult rat myocytes were treated with FCM, the Na current was upregulated, the transient outward current downregulated, the action potential prolonged, and EADs emerged—effects attributed to the cytokine TGF-β1. These findings indicate the paracrine factors (cytokines) secreted by fibroblasts and myofibroblasts can have direct electrophysiological effects that may contribute to conduction slowing and dispersion of refractoriness.

6. Summary and clinical implications

Fig. 6 summarizes the major concepts discussed in this review. Cardiac fibroblasts play a key physiological role in maintaining the extracellular scaffold in which the cardiac myocytes must function. In response to acute injury, fibroblasts are activated and differentiate into myofibroblasts to promote wound healing and scar formation, which is essential for maintaining the structural integrity of injured heart walls. Interfering with this process during acute injury such as myocardial infarction is generally counterproductive due to the increased risk of cardiac rupture. However, when the acute phase is over, or when fibrosis develops slowly due to a chronic process, the consequences of the structural remodeling driven by fibroblasts can be highly arrhythmogenic. By interrupting the normal source-sink relationships within a well-coupled 3D syncytium, fibrosis not only creates a vulnerable tissue substrate with slow conduction and susceptibility to unidirectional conduction block but also promotes the emergence of triggers that, on encountering this vulnerable substrate, have a high probability of initiating reentry. In synergy with the pro-arrhythmic effects of fibrosis are those of other aspects of cardiac remodeling—such as electrical, gap junction, excitation-contraction coupling, metabolic, vascular, and neural remodeling—all triggered by cardiac injury. In addition to generating fibrosis, myofibroblasts also can directly affect myocyte electrophysiology in a pro-arrhythmic fashion by forming heterocellular gap junctions with myocytes and/or releasing paracrine factors although the relevance to native cardiac tissue remains to be established.

It is important to emphasize that the pattern of fibrosis plays a key role. Dense scars are not themselves particularly arrhythmogenic since they are not capable of active electrical propagation. However, dense scars are surrounded by a border zone with intermediate degrees of fibrosis (patchy, interstitial, or diffuse) in which strands of myocytes interdigitate with collagen bundles, creating a tangled web of quasi-1D cables. It is these areas of intermediate fibrosis that cause slow zigzag anisotropic conduction and alter the local source-sink relationships to promote both triggers and unidirectional conduction block. In non-ischemic cardiomyopathy, macroscopic dense scars with well-defined border zones are less common, but intermediate fibrosis creating arrhythmogenic myocyte strands is a common consequence of chronic tissue injury. In this setting, the lack of macroscopic circuits to anchor reentry tends to favor polymorphic VT over monomorphic VT.

The mechanisms of reentry initiation in fibrotic border-zone tissue illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 provide insight into the clinical observations using programmed electrical stimulation to induce VT. For the classic dispersion of refractoriness mechanism shown in Fig. 3, a PVC arising from surrounding myocardium initiates reentry by propagating successfully into one myocyte strand but blocking in the other. Clinically, this VT is likely to be inducible by programmed electrical stimulation. However, typically less than half of the sustained monomorphic VTs documented to occur clinically are inducible by programmed electrical stimulation in the electrophysiology laboratory [48]. It is tempting to speculate that in the non-inducible cases, reentry initiation requires a PVC originating from within the myocyte strand, rather than the surrounding tissue, as in Fig. 4. In this case, a PVC induced by programmed electrical stimulation in the surrounding tissue will encounter favorable source-sink relationships and propagate successfully into the strand from both directions (since no unfavorable dispersion of refractoriness

![Fig. 6. Summary of the role of fibroblasts in cardiac arrhythmogenesis.](image-url)
is present), colliding and extinguishing in the middle. Rapid pacing may still be effective at inducing reentry, on the other hand, by promoting the emergence of post-pacing DAD-induced PVCs in myocyte strands within the reentry circuit (as favored by the quasi-1D nature of these strands). The notion that the PVC initiating VT often arises from within the reentry circuit is supported by Saeed and colleagues [49] analysis of spontaneous episodes of VT recorded by implantable cardioverter-defibrillators. These authors observed that a significant percentage of VT episodes were initiated by a PVC with identical morphology to that of the subsequent VT, suggesting that the PVC arose from within the reentry circuit and exited to the surrounding myocardium using the same exit site as during tachycardia.

The mechanism of unidirectional block for a PVC originating from within the reentry circuit could be due to either asymmetrical local source–sink relationships at the exit sites, as illustrated in Fig. 4, or to dispersion of refractoriness, assuming that the strand has a shorter re-frac-tory period than the surrounding tissue at the exit sites. In this case, if a PVC originating in the strand has different conduction times to reach the exit sites, the earlier-arriving impulse may find the surrounding tissue refractory and block, whereas the late-arriving impulse may find the surrounding tissue now excitable and conduct. It remains a matter of pure speculation as to whether the cause of unidirectional conduction block initiating reentry in this setting is more commonly due to dispersion of refractoriness or asymmetrical source–sink mismatches at exit sites (Fig. 4). The geometry of interfaces between strands and surrounding myocardium underlying source–sink mismatches in the border zone is highly variable, but electrical remodeling in the border zone also promotes dispersion of refractoriness, so both factors are likely to contribute.

Although we have focused on ventricular arrhythmias, the same principles apply to atrial arrhythmias. Atrial fibrillation becomes more frequent and less reversible as the atria undergo structural remodeling due to progressive fibrosis associated with hemodynamic stress or in jury [50]. It is tempting to speculate that local source–sink relationships play a key role in allowing triggers to emerge from the pulmonary veins and other cardiac vascular-myocardium interfaces, since these structures are characterized by finger-like projections of myocardial tissue (i.e., quasi-1D cables) interrogating with vascular tissue over centimeter-scale distances [51].

Current imaging techniques, such as gadolinium-enhanced MRI, are now able to detect macroscopic scars and, to some extent, intermediate fibrosis (gray zones) in the surrounding border zone. A recent proof-of-concept study combining imaging with computer simulations to identify catheter ablation sites showed encouraging results [20]. However, the ability to detect fibrosis on the submillimeter spatial scale most relevant to arrhythmogenesis has yet to be perfected [52]. In our view, further refinement of imaging technologies to quantify the extent and patterns of fibrosis, especially at the submillimeter scale, has great promise for improving arrhythmia risk assessment in both ischemic and nonischemic heart disease. We anticipate that improved fibrosis definition by cardiac imaging may someday outperform the ejection fraction as the major criterion for device therapy with an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator. Drugs or biological interventions that prevent the progression of fibrosis, without compromising essential wound-healing functions, are a particularly attractive therapeutic avenue to reduce arrhythmia risk in heart disease, particularly since currently recommended drugs for heart failure shown to reduce sudden death risk, such as angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors [53] and aldosterone antagonists [54], are also known to suppress fibrosis.
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